
J. S. is my name. I am a writer. That is, I write books. Say you haven’t heard of me? Suit 

yourself. In fact, a big mistake! You shall hear about me! I get confused sometimes. I can 

barely hold a thought when writing. It’s even worse when I speak. Perhaps that is why I 

write. Not exclusively. There is more. Of that, later. 

As I mentioned earlier – repetition is somehow useful, as the dead say – I am a writer. So far, 

I haven’t written a single book. Plays? Too sophisticated. Articles? No one reads that pulp 

anyway. What else is there to write? I don’t know. Not knowing makes it unimportant. Let 

alone to write about it. No, thank you, I’m a serious writer.  

My pseudonym is Buydywack. What else? Nothing. That is it. Simply Buydywack. No need for 

anything else. It aptly depicts my substance. Undoubtedly more aptly than my real name. 

That is but meagre and far too familiar. And so I’ve got an artist name. Remember!  

What I see is what I write about. People and things. I write about nature too. Today I wrote a 

story of a man and a mountain. The man wants to conquer the mountain. Cold. The 

mountain stands fast. It looks high above the clouds. Water falls down from the sky. Rocks 

fall down the mountain. Down the mountain falls the man. The mountain beats the man. It is 

nature who always wins.  

I must write. No other way. It is a mission. No one has asked anything of me. Nothing has 

been assigned to me. I haven’t answered anybody’s call. All is within me. In needs to go out. 

That can be hard sometimes. There is beauty out there. It draws me. Hard to bargain with 

the sun. Even in summer, it can be cold inside, did you know? Makes man tired and afraid.  

I did write it is tough going, but I’m not aiming to complain. It is a calling. Missions are hard 

naturally. There has been no one inquiring about my worries. No one came to check the 

number of pages. No sign of a publisher again. Shortage of critics. Good riddance. What 

would they have on me!? I am above them. I answer to God and nature only. Perhaps they 

both are just one. I might write about that. 

In fact, I could be doing anything. I've got this natural gift. Whatever I think of I can 

accomplish. It's a phenomenon. As if you always find a rainbow after the rain. I've got apt. 

"Come along, we've got some work for you," they said. "What might that be?" I asked. 

"You'll see," they replied, and also, “Have you done this before?” “No,” I said, “But I could.” 

And that’s how it’s always been.  

Today is a beautiful day. It rains. Purple is the colour of the sky. As if something is coming. I 

feel it in my bones. Need to go out. That’s all the writing done for today. 

I often go to nature. I seek inspiration. They all did that. Who? The writers for god sake. It is 

a behaviour pattern. A writer is in nature. Nature as well as the inspiration, is a she. He goes 

in her, or more, needs her. Occurred to me one day. It went like this. 

I wanted to write something about God and nature. The two of them speaking a common 

language. The rest of us don't understand, but we pretend we do. Something like that. There 

was supposed to be a moral lesson at the end. It is always good to have a moral ending in 

the story.  



Rain! Summer again. Window panes are cracking from the heat. I cannot leave the house. 

For busy I am. It gets me nowhere. Something is wrong. Autumn has arrived. I love the wind. 

When I'm chasing leaves in the park. I smell wet dirt and wood everywhere. Even in my 

locked apartment, I feel them. Better to check the windows. All closed, the shutter and all. It 

won’t stand.  

I’m missing something. I feel that. I can’t explain it to anybody. There is not a soul here 

anyway. Only my wife. I don’t explain anything to her. She would not understand. Simple is 

what she is. Keeps asking me about my work. It is tiring. Something’s forgotten. Something’s 

wrong. Where to look for help? “Not with you!” I shout. 

She is small and arched. My wife. Trying constantly. Her hands are folded in front of her 

chest as if for prayer. Once she told me I looked like St. Augustus. A piece of cloth clutched in 

her bony claw moves back and forth over the apartment. I hear it squeaking on the 

furniture. Creaking on the tilted floor. I am sheltered. Three doors are between me and the 

piece of cloth, and I can hear it! 

"Enough!" I cry, and I tear everything I've written so far in little pieces. Just blank pages. Yes, 

that's how bad it can be. Where is she? I blunder through the apartment, everything is in my 

way. I am a writer, and I've got a mission. There is no time for me to avoid the corners. I 

rush. I go straight. Nowadays, everything is making our lives more difficult. The edges.  

"You are the cause of this!" I am seething in rage. I shout, and I bash. Then it stroke me. The 

thought. This is how inspiration comes. The calling! It hit me, out of the blue, I hit her, 

lacking a clue. You disapprove? Nobody agrees with anybody. If you were to think the way I 

do, you would hit too.  

I’m being suffocated. I need to escape. Everything comes from within her. Out of this house. 

Squeaking cloth. That’s the cause. And me? I am a writer, my mission! To leave, that is what 

needs to be. I imagine the woods. Pines, a hundred feet tall. All is dark and green. The night 

is at day. The hills are undulating in a soft breeze. The overgrown meadows combed by the 

wind.  

It is cool and quiet in the forest. Wood creaks from all around. Cold. It does not bother. 

Plenty of wood companying me. Hatchet slices the logs as a butter knife. Every strike arouses 

joy. I can feel the lymph flowing through me as the sap flows over the earth covered with 

chip and sawdust. Logs lying scattered around. I pick them up and chuck them into the log 

burner. Warms nicely. My hands and my cheeks tingle. Because of the cold. Because of the 

warmth. I feel as I should. The coffee smell fills the room. It mixes with other aromas. The 

scents of old pelts and frozen walls. I sit at the table. Looking out through a big dewy 

window. There lies nature. Winter is waiting. The woods are living. I am content. How did I 

get here? 

Nature complements the writer. That is what I said to them. All the buildings in the city look 

the same. The town hall is the only thing you recognize. Magnificence from the outside. 

Magnitude from within. Fortunately, I too, am an important person. I take newspapers in my 

hand. Where did they come from? They always somehow are. Papers became omnipresent. 



Everything gets written short and percussive recently. Nobody would read it anyhow. At 

least someone then.  

Contest. Writer. Searching for creative work. Stay in the woods. No need to read any further. 

No more to read anyway. The town hall said the contest is over. I did not win. I did not even 

take part. 

I despise counters. One has to lean over and shout even if one is not angry. I was. It couldn't 

be discerned, though. Old hag with her hair like a top hat thought I was simply talking over 

the counter. I demonstrated not to be merely talking. 

Ernst Mercedes. What’s that supposed to be? Even as a pseudonym, it won't do. The word 

has it, he sells a lot of books. Top hat behind the counter told me that. I imagined a victor. 

He was mighty, gigantic and menacing. If he would resemble me, I could understand that. He 

made my head ache. He was tiny, bony and sweaty. I also was sweating. But it wasn’t my 

fault.  

He spoke only in extensive sentences. Every time he finished one, I forgot the beginning. I 

explained how things stand. That made him sweat. His glasses bedewed, he quickly wiped 

them with a tissue. I wanted to be friendly. I saw his house. Two storey mansion, bearing 

two centuries. Around the house was a garden I would get lost in. It was cosy and warm 

inside. I felt an urge to write something down. 

I took out my notebook and told him I have got some inspiration. Runt. He stepped back 

wiping the sweaty glasses. By the minute I started to write, it all abandoned me. I wrote: will, 

to endure, idiots. That was the end of a friendship. Not in this manor surrounded by a 

garden. Not with this dwarf, who waddles about inside in the warm, wiping the wet glasses.   

I told him what I did to his car. He wasn't pleased. I pointed out how his dog ended up. He 

began to cry. I am not evil. I'm like nature. I act. I solaced him, soothed his feelings. I laid my 

wet hand on his back. It was wet too, I found. The glasses went moist again. He didn’t know 

what to do. I gave him a clue.  

He brought something that resembled a paperweight from his living room. I threw it out of 

the window. He was blabbering something about a contest. I ensured him I take care of that. 

We swop roles. People do that every day. They just don’t think about it.  

I went back to the town hall. They sent me upstairs. There was a sigh on the wall. Coloured 

in black paint and big letters, the number of floors and stairs was marked. Why? It did not 

help me in any way. I just got angry. If I didn’t know, there wouldn't be anything to complain 

about. It was useful, eventually. So it became the first thing I told them. 

I entered the room. Told them about the stairs. They began explaining. I cut them off 

describing the Mercedes case. They kept talking. Nobody listened to anybody. The situation 

was developing nicely. I said I didn't like their actions. They had manual for everything. I told 

them, my race naturally got nothing to do with it. They did not like it. No one knew what I 

meant by it. And so they gave it to me, just to make sure. I went to get my keys. 



That counter again. I could have even pitted that old crone. Then I noticed the top hat that 

was her hair, in fact. That's just not right. I felt the urge to brush my teeth. So I left.  

Days past. How many that I don't know. I don't make notes. So much to be done. Splendid. 

It's coming. I feel it. Plan is what I’ve got. It’s a routine thing. There is a list of tasks to be 

done every day. That is not easy.  

With the sun, I rise, and I set. That feels right to me. So much to accomplish. One has a 

tendency to back away. The critical moment. That is where inspiration comes from. 

Every time I wake up, the day looks entirely different than I thought. The rhythm has been 

disturbed. Seasons pass around the cabin. That is my fate. Hardship. 

Sickness gets me. I work too hard. She’s not coming. Paper is piling up. I ought to use it. It 

won’t go. Thinking about my wife. That’s a mistake. Forget! Alone! Isolation? Start to drink. I 

feel better. The village, every day, there and back. Bottles clinking in the bag on the road up 

the hill.  

I need to throw up. There is nothing to be. I drink. Eat five times a day. Anything. I push the 

bites down my throat with a wooden spoon. Then I throw up. There is no relief. Perhaps I’m 

dying.  

I will go to the village again. Do I hate them, or do I love them? Seeing people. I fear them. 

Several days it goes like this. Perhaps she will be there! I want to write about society. For 

that, I need inspiration. Cold. There are warmth and melancholy in the pub. What else is 

there but drink? 

I wander about in the woods on my way back. Nothing I can see. What if it’s not even a 

forest? I just got lost in the dark. A bottle in my breast pocket is keeping me warm. On a 

glade, I meet a goblin. His face is the colour of a plum. His clothes are rags. Pity him. I give 

him a sip of the bottle.  

The goblin plumps on a root. His ancient overcoat crumbles away. He is spilling tobacco all 

around him. Says he is an important person. Perhaps that’s why he drinks so much. I let him 

keep the bottle. He didn’t seem to give it back anyway. I stumbled into the dark. 

Pain and Loathing. Vomit. Shaking. I lie in a puddle of sweat. This is the end? Idea. Intent. I’m 

not finished! A fierce element leans against the cabin. Making the walls bend and creak. 

Cloth in my wife’s hand. Three bottles in a wicker basket and a journey through the dark. The 

glade. I’m waiting.  

The goblin arrives. He's in a worse state than yesterday. I sit on the ground. He stands by me. 

It is more comfortable. Our necks won’t get sore. Then he drinks all of it. Falls asleep. I wrap 

him under my arm. He is heavy as a sleeping sack.  

I stick carrots in his pockets and ears. In his mouth, I put a shiny red apple. He lays in the 

crib, rolling his eyeballs. Not knowing what is going on. Nibbling on the red apple. When the 

stags and does come, it does not impress him much. The moon turned out in the dark sky. 

No need for lighting. The show is on. 



A pair of dark eyes rolled on him from the harsh wet bristle. Buttons. Cold and strange. 

Snouts start to root. His overcoat is falling apart. Down, under the crib, making a pile of 

despair. The carrots begin to crack. The goblin manifested his consent with our agreement. 

I describe the things as they stand. For he did not know. I am a writer. So be it, he says. He 

mumbled and waved a piece of spruce bark over my head. Then he sent me home. He 

wasn’t even angry that much.  

I live in the city now. I've got a lot to do. Buydywack is the name that's on my doorbell. I rise, 

and I set. That hasn't changed. Everything else has. They love me. They want me. They invite 

me. They pay well. 

Nervousness. Doubts? Kill it in the bud! Too late. 

I inquired in the writer's register. The fact is, I haven’t written a single book. What have they 

read by me? 

My hand aches. I wrote my name more times than how many words I’ve ever written 

altogether. “Which one of my books do you like the most?” I ask. “All of them,” they reply. 

What’s the meaning of this!? 

The word is, they will be writing my biography. I would like to learn something about myself. 

There is no information about my life!  

“You are just wonderful!” 

“But why?” 

“Simply because!” 

They love me for everything I’ve accomplished. What might that be? Can anyone tell me?! 

My throat tightens on my way on the glade through the forest and dark. I wait for the goblin. 

He waves the spruce bark. This time the other way. All be good. I shall work. My calling. I am 

a writer.  

Bullshit.  

               Laugh! 

                            Seriously?  

                                               No way. 

                                                               Why should I?  

 

Why being moral when you’ve got what you wanted?  

I am a writer.  

… 


